Yeti (now Nordisk), the high-end sleeping bag and clothing brand is behind a number of extreme down products,
several characterized by groundbreaking low weight.
Constant quest for exclusive products has offered
several awards and recognitions. The secret is long term
commitment towards excellence and competence within
their core field. Ultrafine and unique fabrics interlaced
with a high degree of workmanship and design and
filled with the finest that European down can offer. The
unique down from Nordisk is called Crystal Down®.

Down – Nature’s own insulation
It is all in the air
Down is a cluster, a 360° fluffy structure of ”arms” with a
soft core that entraps air to insulate (contrary to feather,
which forms a quill and has very low insulation). Down is
by far the best insulation available for keeping you warm
and has the highest warmth-to-weight ratio available. No
synthetics can beat this feature. Furthermore, down is ultra compressible and has an extremely high recovery rate.
For the best insulation performance down from water
birds are optimal. Land birds form very little functional
down. The best quality of down comes from geese and
duck, in particular larger birds – the larger the birds the
larger the down. Down is often confused with feather in
local labeling laws.
Down quality performance is typically measured by a
laboratory standard called ”fill power” – This is a scale
from approx. 400 to approx. 950 cubic inch. The higher
the number the better the ability to insulate. Down filling
will always have a certain portion of small feather parts in
a final mixture.

This is measured by a percentage, e.g. 70% down/30%
feather. The higher the down percentage the better the
final insulation performance. Down has the ability to
“breathe”, absorbing and dispensing moisture. This ability
to transport moisture makes down a premium insulation
for the human body, requiring exactly this to create a
comfortable environment, as it also does for the birds.

Crystal Down®
Crystal Down® from Yeti is only coming from European birds
and is mainly 100% White Goose down from Poland and
Germany. The species is called Koluda which is a large type
of goose. This ensures a high quality and large sized down
clusters.
A single Crystal Down® is indeed a crystal and has a large
diameter of up to 4 cm and white fluffy ”arms” toentrap
air and ensure optimal performance. It takes up to 1000
pieces of Crystal Down® to reach 1 gram of filling!
Crystal Down® is measured and labeled by high and
straightforward EN standards. Crystal Down® reaches up
to 900FP (fill power) in a 95/5 down feather ratio.

Respect for nature since 1983

Ethical Down Code

From the very early days down was regarded as a high
valued core component at Nordisk. At the time down had
none or very low value for the rest of the world. It has
been a constant normal procedure at Nordisk to understand and work towards the lowest possible impact on
the nature around us. In the nineties Nordisk developed
its own system to ensure traceability of the down, and to
simply ensure its supply chain was of a good quality.

It has been a constant process for Nordisk to ensure
sustainable conditions for animals. It still is! Even more so,
there is a constant focus to keep developing and improving standards. We have a “zero tolerance policy”.

Animal welfare was a certain issue – this was what good
husbandry would ensure. The world of down changed and
down has become a commodity, explored by many. In the
late nineties we established our own ”Ethical Down Code”
to ensure animal welfare.
For years we have been working to ensure optimal
conditions for its most precious component. This is done
via a set of European Union rules around an initiative
called European Down & Feather Association. Nordisk
has followed this codex for years, which ensures a firm
code of conduct for how to treat the animals, but, unlike
most other attempts, also ensures that the down meets
a certain quality level.

Nordisk has a constant focus on:
· Animal welfare - It is the key element.
· H
 andling and implementation guided by a clear code of
conduct.
· Using RDS certified down
· Only

birds for meat production, no live plucking allowed.
· No force feeding allowed.
· Free range birds – no steel cage birds allowed
· Access to healthy food, water, shelter, and light.
· Flock density is restricted and monitored.
· Handling and transportation is legislated.
· No parallel production allowed.
· Only European production
All is according to the European Down & Feather Association (EDFA) and monitored and controlled by an
independent third party, which is the International Down
and Feather Laboratories (IDFL). Crystal Down uses RDS
down certification.
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